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Slupents; Not Always to Blame in Defaults
signingsr Last February, Califano
by Doug Pinkham
commented in The Chronicle of
As costs for secondary educaHigher Education that "the federal
tion rise, more and more students
r are borrowing money-no- w
almost ' v government has been negligent in
$2 billion a yearto help finance its efforts to collect loans," and
college and graduate school. But added that many; schools participating in the program are also
with this rise in loans has come' a
responsible for the high default
rise in . student loan
'
.V
-..
to Joseph A. Califano, rate.
Paul Orehovec, Director of
Jr. Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare,; about 700,000 Financial Aid at the College of
the adWooster,
National Direct Students Loans
totaling $600 million, and 300,000 ministrative problems the NDSL
program has experienced. "When
Guaranteed Student Loans totalthe programs started, ,lhey Were
ing $300 million are. now in
default Yet are alLthese students -- . not administered well," he said. "In
really "deadbeats" or are many of fact, it was more of a case of a lack
of administration than bad ad-- .
them products of aa ineffective
ministration." He noted that in
loan
and inequitable student
v.. yv
some cases students were never
system? ' The National Direct Student billed after graduation-schoo- ls
simply lost contact with those who t
Loan program, which has been
'
owed them money...
administered strictly through
is
keep
to
thing
The important
colleges and universities instead of
banks, was originally designed to tabs on where the student is,"
Orehovec stated, "they may not be
give low income families access to
thinking about paying the bill, but
loan
higher education. High-risthat doesn't mean they're not
families or those without collateral
willing to pay." Despite the fact that
were able to apply for loans
nearly 20 per cenfof students who
many
through - this program-i- rf
have .received National Direct
cases without the heed for co- ,

defaults-Accordin-
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ments.-"The high default rate, then, also
points toward a need for better
counseling at colleges, universities,
and proprietary schools. "I don't
see that taking place across the
country," he said. "It's so important
that the loan counselor is sure that
the student knows exactly what is
going on." Over the next three
cont'd, on pg. 5

schools have utilized student loan
courses or
funds for
for signing up students for courses
in one line and then signing them
up for loans in another," said
Orehovec. "A student, expecially a
low income student, gets into a
program, decides he doesn't like it,
drops out . .and defaults. And some
people didn't even understand
what they were getting into, and
weren't explained the loan require

Student Loans have not paid them
explained that
such a default rate is not unusual
for a program designed for low
income families. "Wouldn't you
expect the loan default rate to be
high? Yet if we did away with that
program, where would low income
families get money to pay for
college?"
Califano revealed that certain
secondary colleges and technical
back, - Orehovec
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Arena Schedulind
Begins in Spring
r by Tracey DO

Wocster students will find a new
system of registration this spring.
quarter. Dean- - Holliday - has re- vealed-Thnew system known as
."Arena Scheduling" or , "Mass
Registration" is being insitituted on -a trial basis and will temporarily
eliminate . the more impersonal
computer scheduling system..- - v
.' The new system, as explained by
kDean Holliday, will be similar to
first quarter registration for fresh-mewill occur on ,
February. and at this time
students will map out their quarter's course of study with their
advisors. The student will retain his
scheduling card with his desired
courses on it and this card will bev
4 , his "ticket" into" Mass Registration.
" Actual registration will take place
in Timken Gymnasium on March
'
3rd. Seniors will begin registering
at 8:00 a.m., juniors at 9. a.m.,
.' sophomores at 10 am. and,
freshmen at 11:30 a.m. Students
will enter the gym at their assigned
time and move from department
table to department table signing
up for courses. In this way, a
' student will know immediately
whether or not a class is filled to
:
capacity and can make another
selection on the spot All faculty
members will be available at that r.
;
time for negotiation and consul-- ,
- tation.
.
The big advantage of the new
system,-- according to Holliday,. is
that course changes and adjust-- "
i
ments "can be made on the spot
rather than a week afterregistra- - f

'

e

;

tion or the following quarter. This
factor should end the long lines at
Galpin that occur at the end of
every quarter as students who
were "closed out" of their selection
make second, - third and even
.
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,"GOOD GRIEF," says Lucy (Bunny McKee), as Charlie Brown (Allen Gasser) and Linus (Bill Todia)
try to withstand her caustic temperament in "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown. "Story on page 3.
Photo by John Walsh.

cont'd, on pg. 5
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Europe

Hondros Speaks on Post-Wa- r
'

by Greg Stolcis
Dr. Jphn Hondros of the
History Department opened "the
Shattered Dream" symposium
with a lecture focusing on the
social and political background of
Europe during the era prior to,
during, and directly : after the
Second World War.
Dr. Hondros noted three
historical occurrences that, by
posing moral and ethical problems
to European society, typified the
historical context surrounding
World WarD.
- The first of these phenomena
was the rise of Fascism. With an
anti-semiti-

European society. Citing

Reubenstein's The Cunning of
History, Dr. Hondros asserted
that the holocaust grew out of pre

existing European political,

ideology, designed to appeal to the
downtrodden middle and
lower-midd-

le

classes, charismatic

leaders - such as Hitler and
Mussolini came to power. This

to power, Dr.
Hondros noted, was assisted by
the old, established elitist orders of
German and Italian society, who
viewed liberal attempts at societal
change as communism. The
Fascist regimes, particularly in
Nazi Germany, absorbed these
old elites, and they became

ascendency

intellegensia's reaction to it, was
the final phenomenon touched
upon. Local communist parties
had fervently served in the
resistance movements,
and for a while, hope existed for
post-wa- r
cooperation between
communist and
factions.- - As the conflict between

and demographic

tendencies. Inherent in this are
three supplementary ideas of the
disenchantment
secularization,
and rationalization of European
society. As Reubenstein stated,
"only in a civilization as advanced
as the west could the holocaust

philosophical questions for

anti-Fasci-

non-communi-

occur."
-

The emergence

War,

and

the West and

of the Cold

st

Soviet-le-

groups grew,
cont d. on pg. 2

the European

st

communist

d

the

African Policies Reviewed

Although only seventeen
percent of South Africa's

anti-democrat- ic

c,

moralistic

integral parts of the Fascist
dictatorships.
The Jewish holocaust was
another World War D occurrence
which presented deep moral and

"

.

population is -- white, the whites
occupy all seats in the' parliament
says Mr. J. Glagett Taylor, .
country officer for South Africa in
the State Department bureau of
African Affairs. Mr. Taylor who
has served in the Foreign Service
for ten years, is part of the cultural
exchange program with South
Africa. Speaking at Babcock on
the present U.S. foreign policy in
South Africa, he discussed the
events leading up to the problems
now faced in South Africa.
Essentially, South Africa is
divided into four( different racial

communities on which the whole
society is based. The communities, in descending order of power,
are the 4.5. million whites, the 18
r
of
million blacks, the
a million Indians and the 2.2 million
Cape colofeds. The remainder of
the population is divided into
tribes. The National Party, which
is the controlling political party in
South Africa, instituted a policy of
apartheid in 1948 which developed
South Africa along strict racial
lines.
d
The apartheid
three-quarte-

policy-involve-

the formation of traditional
homelands for the blacks. This
policy not only isolated the blacks

.

.

,

by forcing them to travel to white
farms or white urban centers for
work, but it also took away their
citizenship, Mr. Taylor explained.
Once established, the South
African government saw the
homelands as insignificant parts of
South Africa.
Most countries had condemned
South Africa's apartheid policy by
1950. Although other countries

practiced racial segregation,

South Africa was the only country
with racial segregation as its
national policy. By 1963 the U.S.
had initiated a voluntary embargo
against South Africa. American
cont'd, on pg. 2
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VOICE Reporter Asks:
"What is This Garbage?"
-

So, what's your excuse for wasting food? There are plenty of them,

3

.

like: "Hey, I'm paying for it" or "I can change my mind if I want" or
didn't think it was good." Wed, you're right. You are paying for it, you
ought to change your mind and, most of all, it's not good. It's pretty bad.

What we're referring to is the dinner time waste of food caused by
indecisive students who pick and choose their entrees, side dishes, and
desserts
and with no regard to what ends up in the garbage
disposal.
What's the big deal if you decide that your waistline would benefit if "
you pass up that cake after all? A piece of cake, a few shrimp; it's little. "
- ,
Wrong.
night
Monday
On
a Voice reporter stood for two hours counting and
calculating the amount of food thrown out in Lowry by students who
changed their minds. By our method of unscientific extrapolation,
multiplying the numbers counted first by the seven days in the week,
then the ten weeks in the quarter and finally by the three quarters in the
academic year, we came up with some staggering figures.
Assuming the selections offered that night were representative of the
normally served dinners, these numbers should theoretically give a
rough estimate of what all of those half glasses of milk and uneaten
vegetable servings add up to.
The following numbers, remember, are only hypothetical and
represent just the dinner time waste at Lowry. To really comprehend the
expense of this waste, one would have to include the addition of
breakfasts and lunches thrown out as well as the additional garbage from
Kittredge.
,
Imagine 13,030 entrees; 11,970 salads; 11,892 desserts; 7,700 servings
of vegetables, and 15,449 rolls; 19,410 beverages and 8,400 servings of
fruit thrown out each year because of needless waste. Do those amounts ,
have any impact?
The time spent figuring out all of this may be wasted as well. Yet
perhaps some people will be made more aware that their leftovers are a
costly proposition, and perhaps someone will feel guilty that we, as
students, have enough gall to waste in the extreme manner that we do.
cont'd, from pg. 1
Even if you're not bent on saving money or stopping world hunger, we
ask that you think again before tossing your salad instead of eating it. companies who violated it were
:
.
Yes, it's that important.
tried.
U.S.
1976,
1970
to
From
L.E.V.
investment in South Africa
willy-nill- y

--

-

Taylor Views South Africa
.

.

steadily increased until 1976, when
South Africa suffered a recession
and all foreign Divestments fell off.
since that time U.S. investments
have not increased according to

Wooster Students Deserve Respect

Dear Editor,
I have been a student at this
college for almost four years. In.
that time I have undergone a great
deal of personal and intellectual
growth for which I am grateful. I
am grateful to my professors that
have challenged me to do well in
their courses, by whatever means
they chose. I am also grateful to
those professors who, because of
their lack of interest in teaching
course materials well, caused the
hair on the back of my neck to rise
up so much that I would not only
attempt to learn the course
materia better than they were
teaching it, but I would also gain
more respect for my personal

intellectual capabilities

comparison

to those of

professors.
them positive, but I fear
I am grateful to all the FLA.V
redundance. Therefore I shall try
(including myself) who enforced '..to explain my point?'-jsjrt5i
;
every rule in the Code of Conduct,
Most of what I mentioned above
for it was by this experience that I
as being grateful for, could not be
learned how insignificant the rules
considered positive attributes of
in the Code of Conduct seem,
this college. My purpose is not to
when held next to the philosophy
reminisce on the many good times
of the Code of Conduct. I am
I have had here. My reason for this
grateful to those members of the " letter is to air a grievance that I feel1
administration and faculty of this
the students, faculty and
college who are seemingly administration should be keenly
preoccupied with those few rules
aware of. I lived with this problem
in the Code of Conduct, for they
for four years, and I am just now
r.- -

q

have

shown

me how, amidst
argumentation over minor rules
which are in conflict with the
philosophy of the. Code, the
philosophy itself can be relegated
to a minor status. I could continue
in to list other aspects of the
mv Wooster "experience." many of
.

beginning
significance.

:?

.

to realize its

Over the past years, much
controversy has arisen over such
topics as the visitation proposal,
alcohol, the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Student Conduct
and Responsibility, and other
issues. It seems to me that the
administration and faculty are
stressing the importance of the
rules contained- - in the Code of
Conduct which I find contradictory to the philosophy on which
the Code is based. If the
administration could invest more

promise.

The college also has the
responsibility to treat all students
'.

as the adults they are. I shudder
every time I think of a student
waiting until graduation to be
treated like an adult, while that
' student's high school counterparts who have not had the benefit
of a college education, have
already been accorded the rights
of adulthood for four years. The
irony of such a thought is

administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
Wooster community. AD correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio

energy in enforcing the

44691.

264-123-

9.

.

--

Lisa Vickery
Jim Wilkins
Amy Sancetta
Tracey Chls, Sabrina Johnson
Mary Ann Woodie
.'.
Cindi Meister
Anne Beever
. .Lori Carlson
.

;

.

,

Martha Oesch
Sports
Dan Hunter
Photography
John Walsh, Greg Tonian
Reporting Staff: Louise A. Blum, Robin Wilson, Dianna Trover, Hank
S perry, Brenda Luger, Kevin Kilcommons, Deb Berg. Brigit Staatsen, Dan
Harkins, Susie Estill, Diana Lute, Amy Havener, Cathy Garrigus.

1

Sincerely,
David B. Shaw

Europe Studied
Sartre, and the

issue, and this conflict had a

thinking and writing.

"The Shattered Dream"
the French and History

"

symposium is jointly sponsored by

Departments, and will feature a

.

figures

ist

pronounced effect on their

conflict served as a
background for the works of
Albert Camus and Jean-Pau- l
Sartre, the pioneers of twentieth-centur- y
existentialist thought.
Although both .were leading
This

anti-commun-

Camus, were irreconcilably
opposed to one another on this

decline.
.

to be justly
'

resistance movements failed to
assert themselves politically.
Thus, the old political orders
'returned, frustrating both sides,
and contributing to the spiritual

.GregStokis

Feature
Sports

Feature.....

cont'd, from pg.

.Doug Pinkham

.-

Associate Editors:
News..- Photography
Contributing Editors
Production Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
,
Copy Editor
Assistant Editors:

Post-Wa- r

4.

STAFF
-

.Editor-in-Chie- f

represented,

variety of lecturers- from several
departments. Next week, Dr.
James Haden of the Philosophy
-

in. the resistance Department wS discuss the
movement during the war, they' origins of European existentialism
drifted apart over the issue of in his talk entitled, The Roots of
communism. The
Freedom."
:

pro-communi-

'

challenged, and to be accorded
the privileges and respect of full
adulthood during their four years
'
at this college.

philosophy, instead of the rules,
we would all be a little wiser from

The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are
$6.50 per year for a second class subscription and $9.50 for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
Telephone: (216)
Room
extension 433.
G-1-

the student body to be fairly

st

-

.

r

--

at through consultations between
blacks and whites in South Africa.
As a result of U.S. involvement
in their internal affairs, Taylor
explained that South Africa held a
"snap ejection,'' the central issue
being foreign interference in South
Africa's affairs. "Before this time
U.S. involvement in South Africa
would have been ."classified as
such, but now it is concerned with
human rights," comments Mr.
Taylor. The outcome of the
election showed a landslide win for
the National Party and thus, an
increase in its power.
-

-shocking.
'
.
This letter is not a call to arms,
but a call for rights, for the rights of '

--

VOICE
,
Lt. t J weekly
j WOOSTER
t during
Published
the academic year by the students ot the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of

the experience. Every Wooster
student has agreed to live by this
philosophy while at, this college."
And whether the' students abide
by the philosophy (and hopefully
mature some in the process), or
not, the college has a responsibility
to hold every student to their

Mr. Taylor. However, direct U.S.
investments in South Africa as of
1978 totaled 1.8 billion dollars. In
1977, following the arrest of
oppositional
black leaders in
South Africa, the U.N. issued a
mandatory arms embargo against
South Africa for all nations.
After Carter took office, a new
U.S. foreign policy was designed
and Vice President Mondale
travelled to South Africa with two.
basic proposals: that plans be
made to end racial discrimination,
and extend full and equal rights to
all citizens. However,' the U.S.
provided no plan as.Jp how these
proposals should be carried out:
The steps, thus, were to be arrived

Mr. Taylor feels that there have
been no significant changes in
South Africa's progress since U.S.
involvement. He was no more
encouraging in his comments on
the effect of the black protest
movements on the government in
South Africa. The security forces
have a network of informers, in
black towns which keep tabs on all
haDDeninas." Mr. Tavior savs. The
security forces feel that they can
contain any disturbances mainly
because arms are not easily
accessible to blacks.. In addition,
they can jail agitators for six
months to a year without a trial.
Change is inevitable for South
Africa according to Mr. Taylor,
but the problem remains as to
when the change will occur. Any
violence now on the part of blacks
to change government policies
would only result in complete '
failure because the government is
better armed.
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Features Comic Strip Character

Sfoooliroy

-- represent a typical day in
by Doug Pinkham
the life of
"You're asking people to believe Charlie Brown. The characters
that a human being is a dog, and play baseball, Charlie Brown visits '
that adults are children." How his psychiatrist, j,- he attempts
does that sound as a challenge? (unsuccessfully) to fly his kite,
Dan Treadwell, who is directing Snoopy chases the Red Baron,
the musical You're a Good Man, Lucy proposes to Schroeder all
Charlie Brown explains that the normal things that happen in
achieving believability is one of the Charlie Brown's abnormalv life pop
most difficult aspects of staging up throughout the play.
Treadwell, who is known by
the play.
audiences for his roles in
Wooster
"You've got to learn to suspend
reality," he said, "But you can't get House of Blue Leaves, Harvey,
carried away with using too many Scapino, , Dracula . and other
sets and props either." The productions too numerous to
musical, written by John Gorden mention, is directing You're a
with musiclyrics by Clark Good Man, Charlie Brown for his
Gesner,. is based on Charles Senior Independent project.
Schultz's "Peanuts" comic strip Surprisingly, he has never seen the
and stars Allan Gasser in the, lead musical produced. "I was given the
role. Also featured are Bunnie soundtrack when I was in high
McKee as Lucy, Bi& Todia as school, played it a lot, and really
Linus, Bob Wollenberg as liked it. Of all the small musicals I
Schroeder, David Underwood as' know, it's my favorite."
Snoopy, and Karen McCartney as
And given the space (or lack
Patty.
thereof) available in Shoolroy
"It doesn't actually have a hardTheatre, a full stage production of
core plot," said Treadwell'. "It's Oklahoma with dancing girls and a
really a series of vignettes that
orchestra was not a
.
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Hell Week Observers Needed

.

sixty-piec-

-

.

-

'

e

Fellini's "8y2" a Challenge

observer report. The
report must be typed and double-space7) Write an

initiations are compatible with the
ICC and ISC Guidelines.
,6) If an observer perceives a
accepting applications for 'violation
which may occur or has
observer positions for club and
occurred,
heshe should follow
section initiation activities. -Section Initiation this- procedure:
. The 1978-7contact the Club or Section
and the Club President
runs from April
andor Hellmaster or
Initiation runs from April
Chairman.
ROLE OF THE OBSERVER:
contact Bobbi Emling, ICC
1) Attend meeting with ICC or
President or Mark Crayton, ISC
ISC (whichever is applicable).
President.
2) Meet with individual Club or
- contact
Irene Korsak,

The Hell week
of Campus Council is currently
Sub-Committ-

ee

d.

No hand written copies
will be accepted. The report must
be a
account of
activities observed. The report
should also include a section of
general impressions and the
reporting of violations, if any, of
the ICC or ISC Guidelines.
Reports are to be submitted, to
Bobbi Emling or Mark Crayton by
April 18.
8) Observers cannot be members
of the ebb or section that they
observe. The Hellweek
of Campus Council
will select the observers. Members
of the Committee include: Irene
Korsak - Chairperson, Campus
Bobbi
Council Member-at-LargEmling
ICC President, Mark
Crayton - ISC President; David
Fenema - Instructor in Speech
Campus Council; Blake Moore
Campus Council Member-at-Largand Beth Farnsworth
Campus Council.
Observer Applications can be
picked up at Lowry Front Desk.
Applications should be mailed to
2027 by
Irene Korsak Box
February 7, 1979. ,
day-to-da-

9

1--

7

4-- 7.

--

Section cabinets to review

chairperson

of Hellweek

initiation schedules.
Committee.
3) Act as a mediator - iT
- contact Nancy
Orr, ICC
complaints come from indepenAdviser or Dwight Moore, ISC
dents.
Adviser.
4) Respect the confidential nature
- contact Dean's office.
of the individual club or section's
- contact Judicial Board.
- intervene only in the event of
initiation schedules.
5) Observe whether individual immediate danger.

mezzo-sopran-

"8'

.

--

e;

o,

--

-

two-edge-

.

y

light-hearte-

d

.
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Life Rap
Social
The Social Affairs
"

"

well-adjuste-

Com-

mittee will be discussing ways
to improve the social atmosphere
on campus. Your valuable input
could make the difference. Come
to the Social Affairs Committee
meeting on Tuesday at 7:30 in
room 119 Lowry Center or call
Beth Farnsworth at ext. 226.

-

traffic-snarle- d

d

self-doub- ts

BE ALL AVE
'

ECON-O-WAS-

IJuM

24 Hour
Dry

H

Ntft

tfc

Coin-O-p

Collar)

Laundry

Cleaning - 4: IS

I

Flair Travol

Consultants
343 E.BOWMAN ST.
764

Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

For Your
Convanianea

Made to Order Chese, Pepperonl, Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions

Just off thaCollaga

Campus For ALL
Your Traval IrtquMaa

AdNssds

TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch7-21- .
1978

Pittsburgh

I

'Unbaked pizza to go
'Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO V003TEII!

SINGERS

Seasonal Performer

264-650-

5

?

--

Carry-Ou- t

CVWfWWWWWWW

ulf

$

170-J2-

wwm--

week

00

being audrtfoned tor:
KINGS DOMINION, Richmond, VA
MARINELAND. LA, CA
a'i

Preliminary Audition:

Kant Stat Univ., Kant, O.
204, 2M Student Union, Thurs., Feb. f ;

Fri. Sat 5p.m. 2a.m.

j Sunday

tien-iiicui-

Hama-BartMr-

xn.-la.r- n.

CALL

Trmiitniuc
ICbnillWnilJ

KINGS ISLAND, Cincinnati. OH
CAROW1NDS. Charlotte. NC

Come See Us:
Weekdays-op- .

Course credit offered.
See Dr. Shutz

DANCERS INSTRUMENTALISTS

w

;

--

Only

6-1- 2.

2--

5

P.M.

Auditions:
k
Preliminary and
Kings Island. Kings Milts. Ohio. Sat & Sun, Feb. 3 and 4,
10 AM. to 6 P.M., American Heritage Music Hall
.

Closed Tues.
s

wi-rr-

in

ee

e;

Pianist Stole the Show

rocket-launchin- g

y

Sub-Committ-

realization that all his life he has
taken, but never given, love. This
To say that the films of Federico resolved, the filmmaker finishes
Fellini are' complex is to his film. The final scene, with the
pathetically understate the filmmaker's cast assembled on a
pad, is a bit of a
obvious. Anyone who waded
trio was fabricated from
by Lisa Vickery
through "Satyrico'n" or letdown, however, as the audience
piano and viola (Penny
"Amaracord" will find "8" as is left hanging.
The continuing Brahms Festival Anderson) for two of those Eight
Fellini's intent is not to sponsored its first chamber Songs.
rnuch, if not - more, of an
d
intellectual challenge.
is a
entertain. Rather,
concert last Sunday, the first in a
Brahms had an extraordinary
sword, used as a tool, of series of mid-daThe plot, if one exists, is ar bit
recitals. This talent for composing beautiful
difficult to follow. It hits on several commentary. The autobiographiunited
songs
concert
symphonic
parts in his
levels of consciousness, touching cal .aspects' of the film, "are self-r-; and intense pieces. with the talents symphonies.woodwind
In' "
The
Sonata
'
bit"-dreams and rnernories, 'is' we explanatory. Fellini is snowing a ' of a smaO selection of vocalists and Minor for Clarinet and Piano,F
watch the hero, a noted of what it is to be a reknowned instrumentalists.
Opus 120, No. 1, performed by
filmmaker, engage in a psychofilmmaker. But more importantly,
Nancy Buckingham, was as if one
Opening the program. Faith
analysis of himself. From the he is also emphasizing the
of those symphonic parts had
graduated
ling,
soprano,
who
Mehr
opening scene, in which the psychological tensions and
been extracted and decorated.
filmmaker bolts from the confines complications, surrounding a in 1974 from the college, was
transition period between the
The
Billings
by
accompanied
Judson
car, the seemingly
of his
individual,
Classical and Romantic eras in
of
combination
German
for
six
a
audience watches the hero and how these manifest
which Brahms lived enabled him
attempt to escape from the themselves in a variety of songs. Most of these love songs combine both of those aspects to
in
by
Brahms
composed
were
stagnation and deadness he feels behaviors.
his music and it was evident in this
without
With
1886.
the
or
around
within himself.
It is unfortunate that the
piece. All four movements were
provided translations, the songs
These anxieties and
complexity of the plot exuded
the images created played brilliantly, but the waltzing
begin to plague him constantly, overshadows some fine acting.
through
the music and not just the nature of the "Allegretto grazioso"
affecting his work on his new film, Marcello Mastrianni turns in a fine
whimsical, passioned and was particularly charming.
lyrics
of
as well as relationship with his performance as the filmmaker,
Within the middle of the recital.
romantic love.
mistress. Soon his mind takes to arid Claudia Cardinale and Amouk
Rhapsodies, Opus 79 for
Two
wandering, and the audience is Aimes are equally impressive.
Like bookends, a series of songs
were performed by
treated to a menagerie of scenes Although not for everyone, "8J4" is also concluded the program. solo piano
cont'd,
on pg. 6
dream-like
from his childhood, his
a highly acclaimed art film, having Kathleen Morrison, a vocal
hissexual
from
fantasies, and
won an Academy Award for Best instructor at Wooster, was
relationship with his mistress. In Foreign Film in 1963, and is well accompanied by her husband,
the end. the hero comes to the woruVthe price of admission.
Robert Morrison. An interesting

by Greg Stolcis

,

Performances are scheduled for
Wednesday, January 31 through
Saturday, February 3, and will
begin at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are
$2.50 for general admission and
$1.50 for students. The theater
box office opens on January 29,
and will remain open all week from
12 to 3 p.m.

practical idea - not that Treadwell piano to a step.
ever 'seriously considered doing
' .
anything but Charlie Brown. "The
And, yes, there is an orchestra:
play was written for a very specific with a piano, base, flute, and two
style of production," he said. "We percussionists. Toni Arnold is
have a white background, and four Musical Director, while Elaine
geometric shapes as props and Fisher is Asst. Director and Stage
set." These shapes become Manager, and Chris Evans is the
everything from a doghouse to a .pianist.

Call-Bac-

mHirr nari frr tmrtl ocrformm tr Jvrna over 250 irato to work K ttt pjrfcl
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London, England Fall include .art, French, history,, improve their knowledge . of GLCA PROGRAMS:
political science, theatre,' and German, and the Basic Program,
semester. Sophomores, juniors,
1) Africa: Students can study
and seniors eligible, no language geography. Students ' live with in which courses are offered in all
requirement. Courses offered in families. Cost amounts to $2,500 areas of the humanities and for a full' year in the English
two plans: Track I, which - per semester, $4,200 per year; sciences. J, Students live , with speaking universities of Ghana j
Liberia, and in the French
concentrates on political, figure includes tuition, - room, families or in dormitories. Cost and
University of Dakar in.
speaking
breakfast, and two evening meals amounts to $2,700 per semester,
historical, and philosophical
or for six months . in
aspects; and Track II, which a weekr Language traineeships $4,400 per year; a figure which Senegal,
concentrates on economic life and available. Additional expenses: includes tuition and room. Kenya and Sierra Leone. Courses public policy. Students are housed $60 a month for meals, $40 per Additional expenses: $120 per are offered in all areas of the
in apartments. Cost amounts to : semester for books, $90 a month month for meals, $50 per semester humanities - and sciences. All
$2,450; figure includes tuition and - for personal expensesTand $450 for books, $100 per month for programs include a summer
quarter at Kalamazoo
room Additional expenses: $125 a . for round trip from New York. - personal expenses, and $500 for orientation
Michigan.
Exact costs were not
in
month for meals, $60 a month for
5) Madrid: Full year, fall or round trip from New York. available, but the approximate.,
personal expenses, and $300 for spring semesters. Sophomores,
IES SUMMER PROGRAMS:
cost for summer and six months is
round trip from New York.
juniors, and seniors eligible; two
$4,600." For. details on the.
1)
11
July
London:
June
to
20.
3) Paris, France: Full year, fall years' - college level Spanish
program, contact Dr. - Floyd
or spring semester. Sophomores, . required. Courses offered include Programs entitled ; "Politics in Watts.
"
. '
on three
juniors, and seniors eligible; two art history, economics, Jiistory,
following is a comprehensive Ust -- years' college level French
political science, . Spanish, major topics: a) Politics of Peaceful - 2) Hong - Kong: Juniors,
prepared as a service for Wooster required. Course offerings include philosophy, sociology, theology. ; Coexistence with Communism, b) sophomores, and seniors with a
g.p.a. of at least 275 eligible.
students attracted to foreign art, --economics, French, history,
Students live with families. Cost Europe: Is Devolution
for
Europe?,
Western
c)
Program involves a. full year or
and
study:
political science, cinema. Students
amounts to $2,550 per semester, Democracy
- spring semester in Hong Kong and
Sophoin
Britain.
live
families.
with
Cost
figure
amounts
year;
per
to $4,200
which
a
IES SEMESTER AND YEAR
$2,600 per semester, $4,300 per includes tuition, room, and board. mores, juniors, and seniors are a one month summer session in
PROGRAMS:
year; figure includes tuition, room, Additional expenses: .$65 per eligible, college level background Taiwan. Courses offered at the
1) Durham, England: Full
breakfast, and two evening meals month for books, $120 per month .. in social sciences required.' Cost Hong Kong university include
year. Juniors and seniors eligible, a week. Additional expenses: $100 for personal expenses, and $450 amounts to $750; a figure which anthropology, economics, history,1
' political science; religion,
no language requirement. a month for meals, $40 per for round trip from New York. '' includes tuition and room.
Courses offered in all areas of semester for books, $125 per
2) Freiburg:July 9 to August sociology. East Asian studies, and
6) Vienna: Full year, fall or 10. Language
humanities and sciences. Students month for personal expenses, and
program. Courses urban affairs. The Taiwan session ;
are housed in dormitories. Cost $450 for round trip from New spring semesters. Sophomores, offered include Language and provides intensive language '
juniors, and seniors eligible, no "Literature for beginning
training. The cost for the Hong
amounts to $4,850; figure includes York.
and Kong
language requirements'
program is $2,150 for one
tuition, room, and board.
' ntermediate,
and Language,
4) Nantes, France: Full year, classwork done in English.'
Additional expenses: $450 for
semester,
and $3,950 for both; a
.
Jterature, and lecture courses on
room and board between terms, fall or spring semester.. Courses offered include art, German society for advanced figure - which ' includes tuition,
(dormitories
$90 for books, $90 a month for. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors business, economics,, education, students. Cost amounts to $750; a housing
with a
personal expenses, and $400 for eligible; two years' college level German, history, philosophy, . figure which includes tuition
roommate),
medical
Chinese
and
and
French required. Courses offered " psychology, political science, and
round trip from New York.
'
care. Excludes meals ($4 a day)
" ;
"
room.
.
music. Students live with families
and textbooks ($40 a semester).
3) Madrid: June 18 to July 27. Cost of the Taiwan session is $850,
and in residence, halls. Cost
PREPARE FOR:
JwthM
amounts to $2,800 per semester, Language program. Courses including tuition, room, board, and '
$4,600 per year; a figure which offered include Language and local transportation. Transporta- includes tuition, room, and five Literature for beginning and Hon between the United" States,
noon meals a week. Additional intermediate; and Language, Hong Kong, and Taiwan is up to
expenses: ,$100 per month for ' Literature, and courses on the student. Applications due. in
meals, $35 per semester for books,' Spanish - Life and -- Politics for March. For further information,
E
1.
iiiEG?r:3FiEii-va$150 per month for personal advanced students. Cost amounts contact' Dr. David Gedalecia.
includes
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
expenses, and $550 for round trip to $825; a
h
3) India: - three options: a)
Fwubto Programs ft Hours
tuition, room and board. '
frorn New York.
of Wooster
students make plans to study
every year, and look for
programs out of the country so
that they can be exposed to
different cultures, or undertake
intensive foreign language study:
Yet the College offers a myriad
number of foreign study programs
- each uAth different requirements,
subject areas, and costs.
Since cost is a factor in these
. tuition fees,
days of
VOICE reporter Louise A. Blum
gathered information on each
foreign study program, and
attempted to establish cost
estimates from faculty contacts
and experienced students. The
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There IS a difference!!!

year, fall or
springs semesters. Sophomores
and juniors eligible. For area

Freiburg:

For Information Please Call:

(collect)
14055 Cedar Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44118
dust off

371-003-

studies program, one year

5

1-2-

71)

Full

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TCST MEPAftATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE

German is required; for basic
program, two years German are
required. Courses offered fall into
two types of programs: Language
and Area '"Studies, a semester
program in which students

'

lM

Ask About Locals and Compacts'

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE:
Cantart In Major US Cltlet Toronto, Purto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland
800-223-17-

82

Grace's Wine

Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
W

University of Wisconsin program.

4) Paris: June 18 to July 27.
One year college French required.
Courses offered include French,
art, and history. Cost amounts to
$750; a figure which includes
tuition, room, breakfast, and two
evening meals a week. 5) Versailles: - Fall quarter,
September 10 to November 18.
Language program for intermediate level French students.

Summer is spent in orientation at
Wisconsin and is then followed by
a full year in Madurai, India

studying language, art,' econo- mics, history, music, philosophy,
and psychology. Cost . for the
summer session is $790, and the
cost for the year in India is $3,200.
Both fees include tuition, room,

"

--

.

.

board, travel, and a living allowance. Application deadline is
Feb. 15. b) Carlton College,
program. Spring quarter is spent
in Orientation at Carlton, and the
following six months in Puna. Cost
includes tuition to Wooster, plus
$563 for room and board, and a
$1350 program fee. c) Ewing
Christian College. Under this plan,

Deadlines for scholarships for
IES programs for fall quarter are
March 1. Applications for fall
quarter are April 15, except for
Durham, which is February 1. For
more information, contact Don
Snow.

.

the student transfers and so pays
no tuition to Wooster. The v
program takes place during the fall ..
quarter, and fulfills the language .
culture sequence. Costs (based on
last year's figures) amount to
about $400 for tuition, $252 for
room. Further information can be
obtained by contacting
,

j

.
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ACT

Frvr Admission

MONDAY JANUARY 29
00
CoUy of UJoostcr
fator kuJltotium,

Shull.

.

European Comparative
li
Urban Studies: fall quarter. Mid
Seotember to early November is
4)

spent in traveling from London to
Amsterdam to three cities in

x prvbUm prrgnmcu

ISPM&ZCfiM RXZJM FILM RSTiVAL.

Dr.-Gorde- n

Nightly 7 & 9:00

Sunday 3:00, 5:00, 7:00"& 9:00

Yugoslavia: Ljubljana, Sarajevo,
and SDlit. with the purpose of
comparing urban problems and- the various ways they are solved in

THE

THEATER

PARTLY
SHOP
i

A

In ttw Col0a Hill

.Snoppinf cantw

.

Phono

262-88-

4
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Pirog rams:
sand cultures."
Students also attend speeches
held- during that, time by
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Costs amd Keqiairememts

.

for students in the social sciences 7 course in German are preferred to twelve page paper on a topic
and those interested in Slavic oyer beginners, and people with which involves research combined
higher grade point averages are with personal experience.
orientation, tuition, room and studies, languages or literature.
politicians, planners, . and ..board, and administrative costs, Program consists of two sessions. more likely to gain admission. The Students also keep a journal with
'
Further information and a list of Session I (six weeks) is devoted to program alone results in two the focus on cultural differences.
doing to deal with the urban courses offered can be obtained language study and a course on ..credits. The total package No previous knowledge of a
problems and why they use the from Dr. Frank Miller or Don Yugoslavia. - Session D (nine -- includes a culture course and language is required, but
weeks) corresponds to the results in three credits. Grades applicants who have had some
methods they do. The students Snow. '
university's fall semester. Classes earned do not
spend the remaining time from
language are given preference.
in
7) Colombia: Semester or are , taught in English. . Cost point average.count the grade - Cost amounts to the same as the
early November to early
Students
are
December working, on I.S' quarter at the University of Bogota amounts to $2,600; a figure which required to write several papers cost of one quarter at Wooster
projects on- - any subject they for Spanish language study at any includes educational expenses, and keep a journal of their minus $500. This cost includes
level. Beginning Spanish is taught tuition, and partial room and
experiences, with the focus on tuition,! room, and two meals a
during summer and fall quarters. board. Excludes textbooks and . discussions
if $3,000; a figure which includes
of German culture, day. For further information,
round trip air fare, room, board,' Intermediate and advanced transportation to and from art, and society, cost amounts to contact Dr. Carolyn Durham.
and travel. Sophomores, juniors, Spanish is taught during fall and Yugoslavia (about $600 to $700). $1,100 for the eight week program,
in Greece: June 14
and seniors are eligible. The only spring ' semesters with a general Course results in 4.5 .credits. and between $1,500 and $1,600 for to Wooster
August
11, with an orientation
social
humanities
and
science
Twenty to twenty-fivrequirement is that the applicant
students ' the total package. For further program spring quarter. Courses
must have taken a city related curriculum offered' in Spanish. accepted. For further information, information, contact Dr. Richard offered include archaeology,.
social science" course.- - The Students live with families. Costs contact Dr. Bradlee Karan.
Figge.
Greek history, Greek humanism,
program results in - 3.5 course' for last year were $1,675 per
Middle East, and
contemporary
fall
for
and
$1,600
semester,
WOOSTER PROGRAMS:
credits. Deadline for admission is
Europe, taught on
Contemporary
Quarter
Alliance
Francaise:
quarter,
$975
for
and
summer
April 1. For further information,
Goethe"
Language
Institut
(fall,
programs
Cost amounts to
basis.
tutorial
spring
a
and
winter,
quarter. For further information,
.."contact Dr. George Galster.
Culture Program: available three summer) of language , and $2,150; a figure which includes
contact Dr. Steven Johnson or quarters
a year, mainly fall. Eight civilization study in Paris, France. tuition, travel, room, and two
5) Scotland: la) Year at the Don Snow. - week course' of language Primarily geared toward beginning meals a day, as well as
University of Aberdeen! Students
Fall instruction
for all levels of students. Satisfies language transportation from New York to
- study courses in all areas of the . 8) Zagreb, Yugoslavia:
29"" to December
(August
quarter
students, mostly beginning and requirement and results in two" Greece. Deadline for application is
humanities and social sciences, b) -Year- - at the University of 14). Sophomores and juniors are intermediate. Juniors are credits for language study- - Third March 15, 1979. For further
Edinburgh," Faculty of Arts. eligible to go, and there is no preferred over sophomores.
credit is a culture credit given from information, contact Dr. John
Courses offered in the language., requirement. Designed people who have had at least one Wooster upon completion of a ten Hondros.
departments of archaeology,
'.' classics, English, fine arts, history,
different-system-

family. Cost amounts to $6,500; a
figure", which includes summer
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HEW Cracks Down on Loan Defaults

Jinauistics. mathematics.

philosophy, politics, religion,
Scottish studies,"' "and foreign

cont'd, from 'pg.,1

languages. Competition for places years, HEW will be reviewing
and for certain subjects such as institutions where students receive
history and,EngIish is very severe. government-guaranteeloans to'
One, perhaps two, Wooster establish "adequacy of administrstudents are admitted each year
and fiscal standards.".
- and they must have at least a 3.0 ative
In the Guaranteed Student Loan
g.p.a. c) Year at the University of
default rates vary greatly
Edinburgh, Social Sciences Program,
U.S. Office
; from state to state. The
courses-onerea-T'
has recently revealed
Education
of
departments of accounting, ' that two out of five loan defaults
architecture, economics,
the GSLP - occur in
education, nursing, sociology, through,
and Texas alone. Ohio
California
politics, psychology, urban design,
.of the total
for
just 2
accounts
etc. At most only one
figure. Of all Ohio students who
'
Wooster student with at least a 3.0
,
the Guaranteed
g.p.a. will be admitted annually, a) - borrow under
Program, said
Loan
Student
One, two, or three quarters at the
only
default "What
Orehovec,
3
University of, Edinburgh, ..New
it may have
that
tells
is
me
that
College (Faculty of Divinity)
4he adminiswith
something
do
to
Comparable to a U.S. seminary,
state."
the
by
having departments of Old tration
The Ohio Student Loan ComTestament, New Testament, mission,
the state agency that
Theology.
History,
and
Church
student loans, has
guarantees
Open to Wooster religion majors '
$1 million from
over
collected
All
with a g.p.a. of at least 2.6.
last sixteen years.
the
in
defaulters
qualified students accepted, e)
Orehovec, the
according
But,
to
Glasgow,
of
Year at
agency's real value lies in its ability
Faculty . of Arts and Sciences.
Includes all departments Wooster to, work with banks and educahas. Applicants should have a tional institutions to arrange loans,
g.p.a. of at least 2.6. Two or three -- 'Before we had the commission,
students ' admitted annually. 0 everyone dealt with a federal
Year at University of Stirling, agency" he said. "Colleges, universities, and proprietary schools
Faculty of Arts and Sciences.
Courses available only in the were lending under these pro- grams and - had little or no
following subjects; English,
- history, philosophy, religion, and
experience. rank aoout il wno s
professional when it comes to
the
education. One Wooster student
banks, or
lending money-th-e"
accepted each year. Estimated
colleges and universities?'
annual costs: Tuition - $1,410,
Loan repayment schedules
board and room - $1,400, books,
etc. - $180, local travel - $120, which sometimes reach 15 to
e
of a person's
- $600.
25
- miscellaneous
College
year
working
first
his
during
salary
student
current
that
stressed
out of college, may cause otherinterest in the above programs is
to
wise responsible
minimal. Those interested should
see Dr. L. Gorden Tait or Don
Snow as soon --as possible.
Deadline for application is March
--;
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6) Japan: Cc sists of a two
month language and orientation
program lasting from end of June
- to end of August, followed by six
of study at Waseda'
. months
University in Tokyo. - Courses
taught in English. Each' student
.v

--

ts

default
Steve

Cohen, a 1975
graduate of Brown University,
noted in Brown Alumni Monthly
that many graduates "have been
' forced to make a simple, distasteful
choice: sacrifice career opportunities or default" Though he bor- -" rowed only $7500 to make it
through ' "school, and fo$nd a
$13,000 a year job in New York
City upon graduation, he lives with
a repayment schedule "that makes
the local loan shark appear
reasonable."
His student loan repayments
cost him $150 per month (approximately 20 of his net pay). Yet a
recent study by Education Testing
Service (ETS) disclosed that most
students are 'able to make educa- - tional loan
repayments of only
and still have enough
, about 6.5
funds for essential purchases.
"Recent graduates don't want to
default," Cohen concluded. "But
they don't want to give up good
'jobs or eating, either."
A number of other programs
have been proposed to aid low
income families and allow for
easier repayment schedules. The
most widely known, and most
controversial proposal is the Tuition Advance Fund (TAF) which
was introduced in Congress last
- April by Rep. Michael J. Harrington,
Under the TAF system,
: any student c6uld apply for a loan,
and repayment would be made
through payroll deductions during
the student's working life. The
maximum loan would be $15,000
and would carry a 50" surchage
instead of interest When the
of his
student began work, 2
M.

--

"

--

.

.

D-Mas-

s.

income would be deducted or
collected - later with income tax
payments
As a result a graduate who
earns a high income could pay his
loan off in a few years, while one
with a low. income could conceivably stretch hts repayment out over
a lifetime
Citing the problems of expense

Program, Orehovec proposed that
families be given grants instead of
loans for the first year in school. "If
a person can succeed the first
year," he stated, "then give him a

loan."
Meanwhile; HEW, as part of its
campaign to catch defaulters, is in
the process of obtaining from the
Internal - Revenue Service the
addresses of students who have
defaulted. Though critics have
speculated that the action involves
invasion of privacy, HEW will be
forwarding the names and addresses to colleges and universities who
requested them. Under 1978
guidelines, a college's financial aid
now depends to some extent on its
success in collecting from de-

and administration,' however,

is not certain the TAF
will effectively play the role of
saviour after all. "If we think there's

Orehovec

a beaurocratic problem with the
current aid programs," he said,
"just imagine one .institution in
ng
through
the Internal Revenue Service con-

Washington-operati-

trolling everything. And what do.
you do about the family that

"

faulters.

doesn't complete an income tax
form?"
A

Graduated

Register en Masse

Repayment

Option (GRO), suggested by ETS,
would permit a graduate to pay
back his loan over 15 years, and
would allow payments to start out
low and increase gradually as the
student's earning potential increased. This sliding repayment
schedule, according to the study,
would lesson the chance of student,
default Initial payments would
range,
stay well within the 6.5
though final payments would rise
well above that figure.
To' decrease defaults in the
National Direct Student Loan..

S. Market

Magazines

,

.

First

Federal

Savings & Loan
Association
of Wooster

.

1812 Cleveland Road

Newspapers

.

Students

ewjth a Japanese
;

Greeting Cards $
t

Smoke Shop

.

your language.

262 -5151
--

co-operatio- n.

Tune In on one of
our savings plans
today. Stop in and
talk with us; you'll
find we can speak

CITY
NEW S

.

cont'd, from pg. 1
fourth choices. Hopefully, Holliday
claims, professors will keep extensive waiting lists that will give
priority to students not only in case
places open up this quarter, but will
exfend to the time when the course
is next offered. The present system
is more convenient for faculty,
Holliday admitted, but this new
system whould be more convenient for students. A lot of the
success of the new system will
depend upon faculty and student
'

....

,1

2647812 ..
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THE'' DC!lTERATDOIALDSjJ
Chile Ffliiij Discussion 'Enocfaes Educatiom
Q5Z6

want to deeply thank the people
who organized and sponsored this
On Sunday, January 13, we saw event the Spanish Department
a film In Mateer entitled "The and the Westminster Presbyterian
Battle of Chile''. This documentary Church. They gave us the opporfilm carries a powerful message.
tunity to enlarge our knowledge
The film was followed by a and our awareness of the soda!
discussion between students and a and political problems in Chile.
small Chilean committee from Such a program has a boundless
Cleveland. The whole program
value and it represents the most
lasted six hours and was very rich. I important part of education.

by

Diane-Mari-

I am very grateful to the Spanish
Department and the Chilean Com- -'
mittee for their efforts, for having
attempted to arouse the political
awareness of North American
students, ft has also enabled us to
either remember or learn facts
about the 73 Chilean history
linked to the international situation
of that period. The discussion after
the movie has given us a view of
both the consequences of the
battle and of the present situation
in Chile. '..
It was really worth attending,
worth giving up some of our social
time or academic work irr favor of
the overwhelming importance of
this
cultural event
The knowledge we acquire from
such an excellent cultural event
cannot be replaced by books.
'Although its attendance must not
be mandatory, students should
realize where their benefit lies and
should attend such a meeting in a
greater number by rearranging

Decharme

e

ft

Foreign Issues Covered
A year ago when we started our
weekly feature, among our many
aims these two were emphasized:
first to print international news and
issues, and second to present our
persona opinion and comment on
these facts and events.
The Internationalist is edited by
the International Students Association. Since we are all from different
countries, we have more access to
International news. Therefore our
aim is to present this news to you,
and help you to better understand
our countries.
Since we come from different
backgrounds, and have different
interests, our personal way of
thinking is of course different from
the American way of thinking. Our
second purpose is to express to
you our personal opinions arid
criticisms on special events.
Looking back in the history of
our first year of publication we
think that we have succeeded at

least on these two main targets.
Firstly, we covered the French
National Elections of last year, the
crisis in Portugal and Italy, the
upcoming revolutions in Nicaragua
and Iran, the war in Indochina, and
many other topics. Secondly we
presented our opinion on the
attendance of the American students in the International Festival,
on the Students Elections in
Wooster, on women's positions in
different countries, and on a great
variety of other issues. Furthermore, we had written a great deal
of articles on human rights
violations.
At this point, I would like to
quote a part of the first paragraph
of our first editorial article of last
year, "...we know how difficult it is.
to start a publication, and how
much more difficult it is to continue
it, but we hope that we will succeed
.
-.
our .readers.''
v
in satisfying
Cpordinator,Tr
rrrternatidnalist
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sophical levels.
Each country has its own history
of battles. My country, France,
created such a tension in Algeria,'
previously a French colony in
North Africa, that it ended in a war.
A, film was made on this historical
event; "The Battle of Algiers,
which will be shown in Mateer on
January 25 at 8 p.m. during the
International Week Festival, h sets V
the example of French colonialism
and French imperialism.
I was bom in Algiers in the 50V
and at that time, the Algerians
wanted their liberation from the
French" government The French
people living there were trusting
their President Le General de
Gaulle but he deceived them, "The
ue u
muepeiiueiicts war wnicn enaea m
1962. I strongly recommend this
movie of political ' and ' historical
'
interest
.

,

ff

Iranians Revolt Against the Shah

.

What is going on in Iran in these
last days, is a typical example of

what people can do when united
against their tyrants. Today the

Shah is gone

and all his

power is nothing in front of the
revolting masses of the Iranian
people Neither the Shah's army

li.

?ff?
,,,-i-

u.,

j l
ZQ?&fl
u. .

i

u

,

years of dictatorial rule, sixteen
years of torture and pressure,
sixteen years of disorientation,
were not enough to make the
Iranian people believe that the
Shah was their savior. The poverty,
the misery, the brutalization, and, '
above all, the suppression made--'
the Iranians revolt arid look for their road to freedom."
Of course freedom is something
that can be gained only with
struggles and sacrifices. With these
two things the Iranian people have
been generous. Thousands . of .
people have been killed, but the
struggle is continuous and unstoppable. The people of Iran united,
fight for their rights. It is very well
known that "people united never
are deceived and beaten."

him. Not even his good friends the
Americans, who saved him in
1953, could now help. '
A year ago who could have
imagined what Is now happening
in Iran. Last year, when President
Carter visited the Shah, everything
was quiet
onu no one
have
coma nave
ijuiei and
iiie could
''predicted the uptorrrino revolution

.

powerful monarch and a faithful,
ally of the Americans. Nobody
cared about the violations of
human rights in Iran, and no one
paid a dime Jor his tyrannical rule
over the Iranian people.
The people of Iran, though,
realized their situation. The people
of Iran understood that they were
exploited, and after finding their
enemy, they revolted. Sixteen

.

FlQres

Straight
Legs

,

Talent Premiers Tonight

LEVI'S
Big Bells,

.

' Can't decide what
Does a relaxing
atmosphere sound
about sitting back

to do tonight?
and friendly

good? How
drinking tea,
munching vegetables and dip and
watching a variety of campus
women perform in a coffee house
setting? If you are ready for a
change of pace this dreary winter,
a Mosaic of Talent this evening at 8
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge might
be what you are looking for.
The show this evening will be
featuring many talented women
performers. The acts will include
modern dance performed by
Becky Boyer and Mei Mei Woo,
Terry Love reading poetry, Cathy
McQueen doing a mime routine
and. Patrice Lockhart playing the
harp with Erin OUara singing.

This is only a small portion of the'
program. There are many more
acts with many more performers

scheduled

-

,

Pianist Highlighted
cont'd, from pg. 3

'

Daniel Winter, the Chairman of
the music department. The pieces
of rruisic and their execution
command only, one descriptive
"
word: Bravo!
Next ' Sunday, January 28,
another Brahms recital of voice
and piano, will be given in Mackey
Hall at 3:00 p.m. This program will
'

;

DINO'S

LEVI'S

COLD

DRIVE THRU

,

Carryouf
PIZZA

Champagne
Soft Drinks and Ice

250 rj. VJalnut

'

include a performance ' of
Vafiations on a Theme by
Pagannini, a truly exciting piece.

Beer and Wine

SALE

r'ldl'JUi

sm

--

.

the social, economical and philo--

.

250 N. VJalniit

J

.

..

anti-Americani-

.

-- r-

1(3

'

hope that the College and the

students will encourage such cultural events and that we will have
similar opportunities on campus
' again. .
In September of 1973, 1 was at
a university in France and the
students staged protests against
U.S. imperialism in support of the
Chilean people. There was a
strong current of
in France, especially among the
leftists (mainly the intellectuals).
Big trusts, banks, the CIA. were
held responsible for the American
foreign policy. From the number of
people present one would get the
impression that: North American
students display a lack of concern
for politics. It is a strange and
amazing fact On the other hand,
French students, instead of being
v.
.
.a
i:f
mainly - and sometimes too much
concerned with not only domestic
but also international politics, on

.

well-prepare-

'

their priorities.

439 E.

liberty

All Mad
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geirs' Teamwork Upsets Capital,
aggressive

defense- forced of the Scots'
talents.
numerous mistakes as Capital Heidelberg's front line averages

game for us," Van Wie said. "We
by Jim Wilkins .
were behind in the rebounding
feel real good about beating them
but
came
out
column,
the
long
the Scot
season
on their home court."
basketball team has been forced 'winner in the most important
A key to the game for the Scots
r
cotumrvtotal points, with a 76o7
into the role of the
was the defensive play of senior
because nearly every team they - victory.
"It might have been our best 'Fred Balser against
have faced has had a definite
overall effort of the year," Coach guard Ricky Lee, who is the third
height advantage over them.
AI Van Wie said. "We had forty
highest active career scoring
Last Saturday evening at minutes where people just really leader in the OAC.
Capital University the Scots put out."
Normally a 50 percent shooter,
proved that even when they can't
Lee hit just 3 of 1 1 from the field for
beat the giants at an. important
Both teams entered the contest six points. "Balser did an
phase of the game, namely with 1 OAC marks, with outstanding job," Van Wie said.
rebounding, they can still cut the Capital's only loss coming at "Freddie has always had to guard
giants down to size by outplaying
Wittenberg. The Crusaders had. one of . the tougher people on
them in other phases of the game. been a pre season pick of coaches opposing teams."
,
Against Capital, which had a and the media to finish second in
As has been the pattern in most
two to three inch height advantage
the conference.
Scot games this season,
at nearly every position, the Scots
"No doubt that it was a key Wooster's quickness and
--

v

.

33-2-

AO

6,

All-OA- C

.

'

3--

6-- 5

.

percent.

Wesleyan's
OAC record is
Wednesday's
game against misleading. "Before the season,
Heidelberg was again to be a test people thought they'd be one of
2-- 3

Opens Tonight

by Jim Wilkins

;

and features Chris Reichert,
probably the premier "big man" in
the OAC.
Tomorrow night's opponent,
Ohio Wesley an, will not pose quite
as much of a height problem, but
still wiQ be no pushovers. They are
second to Wooster in the OAC in
team scoring and feature
senior Mike Kinnaird who for the
last two years has led the OAC in
field goal percentage, last year
shooting a phenomenal 64

team."

.

Indoor Track

giant-killin- g

6-- 8

r

.

-

twenty turnovers,
committed
while the Scots made just ten.
Capital's Napoleon Allen led all
scorers with 20 points, but
.Wooster again showed a balanced
attack. Jim Bums had 16, Sam
dixon and Dick Airman had 15
apiece, Balser had X& and Gib
Tecca chipped in with 10.
"The play of the team is the
story of this year's team," Van Wie
said. "We've been able to compete
with people because we've played
offensively and defensively as a

giant-kille-

.

76-6- 7

the

better teams in the

Conference," Van Wie said.
"We bring out the best in people
because nobody takes us lightly,
so we'd better be prepared and
assume they have some tough
people."

think we're still going to be pretty
Strine, junior Lou .D'Angelo, and
The College of Wooster indoor Sanders and sophomore Kevin
freshmen De Board and Dave strong despite these holes," Bean
track team, ready or not, opens its Quinn in the
and 1000
said.
Dorinski.
season Friday night in a six team yd. run, and freshman John Johns
In the jumping events, long,
meet at Otterbein and Scot coach in the mile. .
" "Pepper's hard work will pay off
triple, and high Bean forsees good
Jim Bean, though optimistic, admits he doesn't know what to for him and I expect him to do very people in each event but not as
much depth as he would like.
well," Bean said. "Carwile is
expect of his squad.
King Lewis could
Senior
problem,
he
but
"We have some question marks' hampered by a leg
solve all Bean's worries
because we're counting on some should come around. Sanders and
in these events but he is ineligible
untested people to fill some holes Quinn should both score some
for indoor track. He's a school
for us," Bean said. "There points for us and Johns has looked
record holder in all three events
"There's no way of knowing how very good so far."
they'll do in competition until they
Wooster's weightmen are senior, and will be ready to go come
Don Bordine and junior spring track
go out and prove themselves."
Even without Lewis, Wooster
Another reason for Bean's un- Tood Lamb, both of whom were
certainty is the Scots' lack of an conference placers in the discus wffl have a record holder compet-- .
ing in the high jump in the person
indoor track which makes preparaoutdoors last spring. "Don and
of jujior Ron Austin, who shares
Todd have worked hard all fall and
tion for meets very difficulty
The Scots especially missed an winter and should do well in the the school mark with Lewis at
His twin brother Don figures to
indoor track during last year's shot," Bean said.
one of the Scots top performers
be
good
get
some
.may
fierce winter when outdoor training
"I think we
resulted in injuries .and illnesses J surprises in the long, sprints and in both the Hong and triple jumps.
that decimated the team.
middle distances," Bean said, " and Others contributing will be soph- - "'
Despite a man power shortage it will be the first time in several omore Mark Thomas and fresh'"
the Scots managed a fifth place years we've been strong in' those man Doug Amari.
The Scots only glaring weakfinish in the OAC championship. events."
Those likely to be responsible for nesses, according to Bean, are in
This year Bean has the depth he
lacked last year, though he has lost the turnabout are sophomore Ron the hurdles and the pole vault "I
some standout individuals.
Tm pleased with the number of
THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION:
people that are out and with the
MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Ohio Wesley an away Sat., Jan. 27; vs.
attitude they have shown," Bean
Kenyon away Tues., Jan. 30.
said. "We have about 30 people
who are really committed to what
WRESTLING vs. Muskingum at home Fri., Jan. 26, 6 p.m.; vs.
JIM BURNS led Wooster's scorers with 16 points in
they're doing.
Ohio Wesleyan away Sat., Jan. 27.
last Saturday's victory over Capital. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
"Dedication to what you're
26; vs.
Jan.
Fri.,
Invitational
TRACK
INDOOR
Otterbein
at
doing is so important if you want to
Marietta and Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware Fri., Jan. 2.
be successful, and we have a group
SWIMMING vs. Kenyon at home Fri., Jan. 26, 4 p.m.fvs. Ohio
of people who are willing, in a
' sense,
Wesleyan away Sat, Jan. 27. ,
to go the second mile."
Bean sees the team's real
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Mt. St. Joseph at home Fri., Jan.
strengths in the sprints and the
26, 7:30 p.m. vs. Ohio Northern at home Sat., Jan. 27, 3 p.m.; vs.
distance events as well as in the
j6
Akron away Thurs., Feb. 1.
shot put In the sprints, Bean is
counting on Sophomore Tim
Jackson, who had a fine freshman
campaign, and untested but promising freshman Keith DeBoare.
Among Bean's distance crew is
Jeff Pepper in
senior
the mile, junior John Carwile in the
mile and
iuniorDave
141 II Ccv:r
half-mil- e

:
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Taiikeir s ir ace
by Brenda Luger
The first victory of the season
was an impressive one for the
Wooster swimmers as they solidly
The Scots
defeated Hiram 73-3demonstrated their diversity in
what Coach Bryan Bateman called
"an experimental meet." Many of
the men were put in events other
than their speciality so they could
see if they had a good third event.
The experiment was a success,
for the team not only won- but four
of the men swam their personal
best" times. Freshman Dave

ww

Shuster dropped six seconds on
his 200 butterfly time to win the
event. This is the second time this
season that Shuster has cut a full

""

,

Hvn--

IU

six seconds - off

;

his- -

by Hank Sperry

The Ohio State University Buckeyes had a good time in their own
Ohio State Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament held oyer the
weekend in Columbus. The
College of Wooster did not

-

The Bucks captured first place in
the tournament while the Scots
finished a disappointing seven-- ,
teenth out of an 18 team field.
St Clafr Gerald
finished in seventh place and was
the lone Wooster matman to win a
match in the first round. Freshman
Mike Williams was
able to post a victory in a
consolation match, but C.O.W.
wrestling mainstay Rick Siegel was
not as fortunate. The previously
was deundefeated J
'
feated In two contests.
Otherwise, Wooster grapplers
were the victims of eight setbacks,
including four pins and one
150-pound-

190-pound-

Co-Captai- n

"

'

disqualification.

Coach Gary" Fowler will be
looking to see some "positive
results" when his young Scots take
on the invading Muskingum
Muskies this Friday in the Timken
Gvmnasium.
-

-

:

-

JUNIOR PAT BUDA drives to the hoop against Muskingum. The
Scotties host Mt.St. Joseph tonight. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

60-5-

8.

.'-

;

-

Jeff Strater gets up on the starting
block against the Lords powerful

The Scots were disappointed

NCAA Division III national
champion Tim Glasser in both

freshman Andy Sappey.
Stan McDonald has a difficult
weekend ahead of him. On Friday
he will swim against Kenyon's

an

this past weekend when inclement

butterfly

weather forced them to cancel
their trip to Chicago. But a week of
intense workouts has prepared
match ups
them for
in the next two days. The swim
team will face Kenyon today at 4
p.m. in- - the PEC" and then
tomorrow they will travel to Ohio
Wesley an University for a second
meet. Coach Bateman .considers
Kenyon, "probably the most
important meet of the season." He
explained that, "Kenyon is weak in
sprints and diving so we will try to

events.

.

-

Then on

Saturday he faces fellow

AO-Americ-

an

Clay Miles from Ohio
Wesleyan.

back-to-bac- k

,

-

"
-

--

--

.

..Sophomore Rick Andrew
should also find some competition
in OWU when he swims
Wesley an's strong recruit in the.
500 freestyle. Both meets should
prove to be exciting and Coach
Bateman says that after a nine-dastretch without a meet, his men '
are looking forward to the
1

-

y

--

weekend.-- "

-

Scotties Split Pair, Now

by Deb Berg
The Scottie roundbaDers-(2-1- )
split this past week, - emerging
victorious at home against
Muskingum and losing when they
traveled to Cedarville.
Last Thursday Wooster hosted
Muskingum in a rematch of last
year's state tournament opener
which Woo took,

,--

swimmers in the meet. Freshman
Jim Lutz swam to an excellent 200
freestyle victory and
Jeff Strater had a solid 500
freestyle win, finishing with his
best swim of the" season. :

:

'

-

Mark Pruiss will be part of one of
those exciting duels when he faces
Kenyon's Steve CounceL Another
interesting race will come when

..:

AO-Americ-

er

er

ups."

--

Bateman was particularly
pleased with - his distance

er

34-pound-

capitalize on their weaknesses and
take them by surprise. They have
more depth than we do but there
should be - many classic match-

Co-Capta- in

.

'

mfat

,

Medley as was Junior
Stan McDonald in the 1000
freestyle and Senior
Mark Pruiss in the 100 backstroke.
AO three men finished with their
quickest times ever - in the
.
respective events.

.'steadily
improving time.
Sophomore Rick Andrew was
victorious in the 200 Individual

-

Matmen Stru ggling

0.

e

TTD

Wooster took charge early in
the first half Thursday, building up
lead with 8:30 left. Scottie
an
hustle and high percentage
shooting (64 in the first half) put
9
Wooster in command,
at

2-- 1

with 2:02 remaining and ended the
advantage: half with a34-2Wooster could do no better in
the second half, losing ground
early. At the 11:45 mark, Woo was
Nichols began going
down
to the bench in search of some
help and found it in Judy Miller and
v
Rose Mickley. 7

18-1- 1

33-1-

35-5-

0.

' '
V.
halftone.
fighting
The Muskies came out
in the second half and cut
Wooster's lead to 8 with 13:00 , . The Scotties sank to a
remaining. But soon the superior deficit with . 2:50 left Nichols
conditioning of the Scotties began ordered a press on the Cedarville
It proved fairly
to tell and they regained, their
momentum, pushing the effective but time ran out' for
advantage to a 1 margin with Wooster as they finished with the
margin.
7:40 to go in the game. At the 3:00 final
: ,
Miller finished the game as the
mark coach Nan Nichols emptied
her bench, with all thirteen squad Scotties' second leading scorer
with 10, but was edged for squad
members seeing action.
The Scotties, shooting "57 as honors by Walton with 11 points. '
compared to 33 for Muskingum, Game high scoring honors went to
were led by junior Val Walton who Cedarville's junior post Vickie
went 8 for 8 whh 6 rebounds. Butler who scored 17 and eclipsed
e
scoring
Laura Page added 12 points and a her - school's
record of over 960 points.
team high 7 caroms.
Quite an improvement over the
NichoTs analysis of the game
Scotties' first game, Nichols was revealed her displeasure with the .
pleased with this contest
way the offensive patterns were .

37-2-

61-4- 4

second-stringer-

s.

45-3-

52-6- 3

TUESDAY

.'.

.

,

-

NIGHT

:

--

--

is
COLLEGE

.

all-tim-

,

NIGHT

particularly 1 happy with the

columns. '
Unfortunately, the same can
hardly be said for Saturday's
loss at Cedarville College.
The - Scottie starters, never
seemed to hit stride as .they
quickly, found themselves on the
"wrong end of a
score. With
starters Page, Pat Buda and Jean
Campbell each collecting three
fouls within the first half, the
Scotties had. difficulties gaining
control' and maintaining their
poise. Cedarville had a 3222 lead

"

--

1
f

8 AND OVER

run. Her starters were not as
effective as they are capable of ..."
being. The coach did have praise
for the Scottie defensive play and
for Miller and Mickley who had
their best games of the season.
Much of the reason for the
Scotties' loss is evident in the
statistics. With both .teams
for the game,
shooting 41
Wooster canned three more field
goals . than Cedarville' but got
burned with fouls. Wooster made '
4 oflO attempts from the charity
stripe, while Cedarville hit oh 21 of

'

turnover and shooting percentage
"
63-5- 2
;

--

;

FREE ADMISSION WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR VALID

COLLEGE I.D.
fir

Dancing

9-- 2

Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Sat.
Open for private parties on Thursday. -

20-1- 4
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Saje and Gentle
Akron's Most Experienced

Clinic Moderate Fee, ADC
and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
::
513 W. Market St..- '',
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